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A

One of the goali of most teacher training institutions

i the preparation of teachers who can establish-and manage
(

classrooms in ways that lead to maximal learning by all pu-
)

pils. Bloom (1968) has suggested that under certain instruC-

tionalstrategies nearly all students in a typical classroom

can reach the high levels of achievement usually attained by

a few.' This "Mastery, Learning Hypothesis" by Bloom has

eliCited considerable, research among educators (Block, 1971,

1973a, 1973b; Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus, 1971; Burrows,

1973; Collins, 1971; Fiel, 1972; Kersh, 1971; Madaus and

Airasian, 1970; Miller and Miller, 1970; Okey, 1973; Okey and

Ciesla, 1972a, 1913) .

*Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational
,Research Association, Chicago, April 15-49, 1974.

This research was supported in part by the National Center for the
Development of Training Materials in Teather Education at Indiana Univer-
sity under a grant from the National Center for the Improvement of Edu-
cational

4.

Systems, U.S. Office of Education.
The paper summarizes a dissertation written by the first author

and directed by the second author. Copies of most materials d in-
struments referted to in this paper are found in that thesis oduced

at Indiana University'in 1971rand titled: "The Effects of Training
PreseArice Teachers to Use Bloom's Mastery Teaching Strategy on the
Achievement and Attitude of EleMentary School Pupils".
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The teaching strategy suggested by Bloom to enable

most students -to attain a predetermined standard. of achieve-

, ment in any giVen"course invol'Ves sUpplement.ing\regular-

group instruction with diagnostic testing-procedures, and
/ .

then using the diagnoStic data as a basis for detetmining

subiequent instruction. Anlins ructor using a mastery
,..

.
. \

teaching strategy would not 'wait until the end of a unit

to administer a test, but instead test studens: as soon as
,

they have completed shoit segmerfts of instruction to

locate learning deficiencies.

At leasttwo factors 'contribute to the current pop-
.

Ularity of mastery learning:, its idealistic appea'. and

the favorable research supporting it. As an indica tion of

its popularity, it has been estimated that more than 200,000

pupils in over 500 American public schools are being taught

'by teachers who are Using a mastery teaching strategy (Block,
.

1973a; Hsrrisberger, 1971).

Theireview of process-product research by Rosenshine

and Furst 0.971) helps to explain why one might expect'thit

teachers who use a mesteryteaching strategy wqultd find

marked aChieveMent gains among their'pupils. Four of the

five"teach.ing behavioivariables they identify as having the

ctrongeSt gorrelation.wkth pupil achievement typicaily,com-

prise a mastery teaching strategy. .The variables are:

1. Claripy the careful organization and Presentation

of instruction;

-
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2. Variabili the variety of instructional materials

used by teachers; t,

3. Task-orientation:_ the teacher's businesslike be-

haviorand orientation toward pupil achievement;

4. Studeht' opportunity to learn criterion Material:

the teacher's orientation toward Cognitive classroom

activities designed 'to enhance"student learning.
14.

'The fifth strong variable identified by Rosenshine and

Furst; teacher enthusiasm, though not an-essential component

of a mastery teaching strategy, is a behavior that one could

' infer to be exhibited by teachers who have committed them-.
,4

selves to implementing a mastery strategy in their classrooms.

Nevertheless, two serious deficiencies are associated

with the present state ofkthe art of mastery learning. First,

much of mastery learning research has been quaisi-experimeh-

tal, i.e., the research has been imperfect by most experimen-

tal research standards. Block, who has Compiled much of the

research on mastery learning, claims that most of this'r?-

7-
search has been conducted by classroom tedchers under non-

.-

controlled conditions (Block, 1971, 103a, 1973b). .Second,

although many teachers are attempting to impleMent a ragtery

learning' plan in their classrooms, they are doing ao on their

own and often without adequate prerequisite skills for such

an undertakirig. Furthermore, little, is known about the
7\if

effectivdhess of programs specifically designed to train

teachers toward this competency.

^th
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Trierefore, the purpose of the present investigation was

to detexmAjthe effects of training preseFvice.clementary

school teachers to use Bloom's mastery teaching strategy.

Data were collected and

'ness of the training-in

affecItive change among

analyzed to'determim the effective-
)

three areas of concern. First, an

the teachers'who received the training

was examined. Second, the abilitS, of the teachers to apply

the skills they learned in an actual training' situation was

,assessed. Finally, the effects of the training On the achieve-
.

ment,and attitude of elementary school pupils were studied.
r

---

PARTICIPANTS

Preservice Teachers.

Eighty-fourpreservice elementary school teachers par-
_

ti4pated in one or more phases Of the investigation. these

subjects were college seniors enrolled in their final semester
01,

of the Professional Year.Program at Indiana Uni ersity.

During. that semester these teachers received meth ds instruc

tion from the School of Bducation.staff and practiced teaching

under the supervision of c9operating,inservice teachers. At

the beginning of bath semesters during the PrFfessional Year

each student was randomly assigned to a participating inser-

°vice teacher in one of four elementary schools' in the Monroe
i...,1

c,

County Commdnity SChool,System.
. . ..

Assignment-of students participating in the Professional 6

-..

Year Program to one of the two 42 member sections of the

I
, )

N
-I-

S.

.
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prograM were made in August of 1972. rvery other name appear-

ing onvan alphabetized listing of Professional- Year Students ,
, .

comrirised one section and the other half comprised the second

section.

During one week of their math methods course all ,students

in one section 'of the Profesiional Year Program were trained

to use Bloom's mastery teaching strategy. Teaching'For

Mastery (okey and Ciesla, 1972a), a self-instructional-teacher

training module, was used as the training vehicle. Students
0,0

.in, the other section of the Professional Yeas Program were

not given any instruction on mastery teaching strategies and

served as the Control group fOr_the study.,

Eight of the prospective teachers who.studied the train-
,

ing module had been assigned to-practice teaching thifd and

fourth grade classes at one elementary school. These eight

lbject6 were scheduled to participate in the phase of the

study-that examined the effects of the training upon elemen-

tary school pupils.

Observers

The eight inservice third an fourth grade teachers who

supervised the eight preservice third and fourth grade teachers
ri\

at the elementary pchool'were hired as observers in the inves-

tigation. The observers were trained tq compare_ specified be-'

/ ,

. .

aviors of teachers and moils under the two experimental
1 , z.." (: T.

4
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4 conditibns f:the investigation. Noneof the observers was

assigned to observe her own class of pupils or the preservioe

- teacher shy supervised.

Pupiis

The pupils partidipatingin the present investigation

were 84,third grade and 110 fourth g\ade students. The pupils

comphsed three third .4rade and four fpuxth grade classes at

an elementary school *in Monroe County, Indiana. Third and

fourth grade classes were used in the investigation because

the study was an4eictension.,of a pilot study (Okey and Ciesla,

1973) using the intermediate elementaky school population.

The pupils participating in the present study, were 'a

representative sample of the pbpulation of elementary school

is udents. The mean f.Q. score of the third grade -pupils' on

rhe Third Edition of the Lorge Thorndike Intellig4nce Tests
was 98.0. The mean composite .score on Form Three of the Iowa .

Tests of Basic Skills placed these third grade students in
) .

-

the forty-fourth percentile nationally. Both tests were ad-

ministered in October of Ian:.

The mean I.Q. score of the'fourth grade pupils on

Third Edition of the Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Tests was

98.5. The mean'composi score On Form Three of the Iowa.

Tests of Basic Skills p ced the foUrth grade students in the

fdrty-fourth percent nationally. Both'stests were admin-

istered in October f'1971 at.whIch time these pupils were

in thq third gra



tr,

On the aiithmetic skills subtest of the IoWa Tests of

Basic Skills the fourth grade pupils participating in the

study had a mean ndtional percentile rank of 56, whereas the

mean percentile rank for the third grade pupils was 45.

.
PROCEDURES

Training the Preservice Teachers

Two weeks prior to the phase.of the study, that involved

pupil participatioh, the 4219rospeCtive.teachers in one.sec-

tion of the Professional Year Program began the five-hour

self-instructional training module called Teaching For Mastery.

The materials, in the training ;program consisted of,tape-slide

and paper and p9cil exercises. Frequent.opportunities for

practice with feedback were given in the program, andself-

teStS with answers were included.for each of the six sections

info which the module was divided. A'total of 22 outcomes

were stated in the program that ranged, from-sequencing ob-

jectives, to constructing diagnostic tests, to selecting al7

ternative instruction for unsucCessful students. The overall

goal of the training package was to teach teachers'to imple-

ment a five-stp.plan for increasing the achievement of their

pupils. The plan is outlined in Figure 1.

\I

Develop Develop :Identify ReteaCh.&

objectives evaluation TeaCh. learning` retest

,N
for.a.unit measures difficulties as needed

(1), (2) (3) (4) (5),

Figure
1

Five-step Nftttery teaching. plan
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'rhe 42 students in the treatment group section of the

Profepsional Year Procitam completed all six sectionS. of

Teaching For Master independently. They were given class

time to do sections one and two; they did.sections three

and four outside of class; and they completed sections five

and six during the following class period.

In previous use of Teaching For Mastery with-a group

of 21 inservice elementary school teachers it was found that

,18 of the 22 objectives in the ptogram were, achieved by at

..least 80 percent of the teachers (0k6y and Ciesla, 1972b).

To determine how successful the eight participatidg,pre-

service- third and fourth grade teachers were on the cbgnitive
. .

outcomes of the training program their self-tests over the.
r , I ..

six sections of the module were eXamined. It was found that

19 of 22 ob5ectives were mastered by at least 87 per5ent of

this group. The'investiqators inferred that the trainii was
.

.
.

.

-

successful.and that the teachers were p,repa d to practice

-7, their newly acquired skills in a classroomssettiK1g.

Okey (1973) fbund that a change'in the attitudes.lof

. teachers toward,testing and diagnbstic teaching was correlated

with their completion of the Teaching_/ For Mastery module.

Okey administered a'22 item attitude measure to each of 20

teachers before and after they studied the Teaching For 1,

Mastery program and found that the difference in attitude

scores between the pretest and the posttest was highly sig-
.

nificant. The reliability coefficient of the instrument was

048 by the test-retest method.

fi
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To determine whether studxingTeaching For Mastery caused

an attitude change among the preseryice'teachers involved

the present investigation the followirig experithent was con-

ducted:. The attitude measure waSfadmin Stered to each,of the

42 preservice teachers as a preteael ediately before they .

0

began the training module and as a posttes-Coneiveek /Titter,

at which time they hod - completed the module'. ,During the
;

same week, the instrument was also adminiStered to the 42.

students in the other .section of the Professional Year Pro -

gram
,..

. J _ .
. .

(contcol.group)and readministered oneweek later with

.)
----.. .-. . ,

no intervening Study,of the Veachin2 Fdr'Mastery module.

I

The 22 items.on thetattitude measure were score byias-,

aigning valued to the'five-point Ltikert scale.; Responses

favoring testing' and formative evaiaation were. giNien-a value

of five; resporises that. disfavored testing and formative

evaluation were given a value of one. .Scores for each stu-

-.dent teacher at both administrations were obtained by, summing

the point value of the responses for the 22 items. The
6

maximum and miniimum. poss4le scores were 110 and 22, respec-

-tively.
00.

Due to absenteeism only 31 treatment groupsubjects and

31 control group subject's completed both the pretest and the

posttest. The mean scores of the .trap groups for both adminis-
13

trations of the attitude measure are given in Table 1.

A
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TABLE 1

Summary of,the Pretest and)Posttest Scores
the Teacher Attitude Toward

Testing-.Mettsure

Group umber of subjects . Mean Standard Deviation

Treatment 31 79.7 . 4.8
Pretest

Control 31 78.5 4.8

Treatffent
posttest' 31

87.5 - 7.6

Control 31 . 79.9 5.2
Th

To determine.whether scores from the.treatment and

conttol\groups differed significantly on the pretest, -an
_

anairysid of variance was computed (Dixon, 070).- The results

,of the analysis are summarized Table 2.1

TABLE 2 '

,Summary of the CoMpletely Randomized Design Analysis,
of Variance for .the Teach& Attitude

Toward Testing lietest
0

Jource of
Variation df .

NO.

MS

jietwepn,Groups

Within GroUps

It

Total

1 \ 24.53

22.86

F

1.07

1

s
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They computed value of F does not exceed that tegtrited

for significance at the .05 leveli and, therefore, the hypo--
theSis that there was no s'ignificant difference in scores on

the attitude measure between treatment andicontrolgroups

prior to treatment was'not rejected. In other words, ptior
..

to studying, the materials on mastery'teachtng,'the attitudes-
.

of the treatment and control groups toward testing and diag-

nostic teaching were statistically .indistinguishable.

4 f4

To determine whether
scares from the treatment group and

scores from the control grOup differed significantly on the

Teacher AttitUde Toward Testing Posttest, an analysis of

variance of the scores was computed (Dixoh,.1970). The re-

sults of the analysis are summarized in Table

.

- . TABLE 3 °{{

SumMary of the.Completely Randomiz d,Design. Analysisf
o,f Variance for the. Teacher Attitude

Toward Testing Posttest

Source of
Variajion df MS

Ow

Between GroUpr.. 1 905.95 21.40*

Within Groups 60 .42.32,

Total - .61

p< .001

ti
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- The Computed k' value, exceeds that requ4ed for signifi -'
-1

cance at the Aoi letrel." 'The hypothesis that ,there was no

significant' aiffereneei,in scores on the attitude measmme be-

tween treatment and control g7bups following treatment was

rejected with ,confidence.

The,investigators concluded that.studying the Teaching

or Mastery mod caused 'the preservice' teachers in the

reatment group express more favorable attitudes toward
.

testG:and formative evaluation than they'had prior-to
. .

studying the module. Sincemastery teaching-strategies rely

on the use of frequent diagnostic testing, producing favor-
,

able attitudes toward testing among teachers trained to im-

plement a mastery teaching strategy becomes an important
I

,

goal. The results of the experiment support the use of the
t

module to attain that goal.

Preparing the Preservice Teachers to Teach the Experimental Unit

Upon completion of the training module, the eight pre-

service teachers assigned to third and fourth grade classes

at.the elementary school were given one week to prepare to

teach the experiw!ntal unit. Each teacher was supplied with

the items described below for use in teaching the unit on

e .

fractions,

!

1. A'copy of the teacher's edition of Elementary School
Mathematics Book 3 (Addis n-Wesley,`1968) and suf-
ficient copies of the pu il's edition_of the text-
book so that each pupil ould have one copy available
during the instructional periods. Chapter 10-of the
textbook,titled Fractions, contained instructiona
materials appropriitiE6the objectives for the unit.

.A

;

%ex'
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The fourth gride pupils participatipg in the inves-
tigation had not used Chapter 10 during th it
arithmetic 'classes the previous year Th thiV
giade pupils participating in the invest ation had
not yet reached Chapter 10- in their art etic in-
4struction of the present year. _Therefore, the unit
selected for. use in, the study apprppriately fit the
arithmetic curriculum of both grade levels at the
elementary school, and it allowed the pupils and:,/-
teachers to use the,same textbooks they were aces- ,

tomed to using.

2.ffA,list,of,a4 performance objectives fOi the,experc-
. mental unit. The teachers were told that the
achievement of the pupili they-taught* would be
measured at-the completion-of_the unit through a.,
criterion&est,based on the 14,objectives.

3. Multiple copes of diagnostic tests f r each of the
14 performance objectives. The test were for use
by the teachers in conducting forma ive evaluations
'of pupils taught under the mastery strategy. Three
diagnostic tests were provided fo each objective.

4. A list .of the two groups ofpupi s they would be in-
structing. Group. On was speck ied for i1struction
involving the mastery strategy.i and Group Two was
specified for instruction.not/involv4g the mastery
strategy. The twb groups we formed.by-taking the
class lists of pupils in,eac pirticipating third
'and fourth grade clasrodm,and randomly assigning
half the pupils within aCh class to each group !using
a table of. random digit :thayton, i970.

.5. 'A copy of the protocol kOr ie experimental unit
(Appendix A). The protocol operationally defined
the two strategies that the teachers would exercise
in teaching the experimental unit. The protocol was

**discussed'at lengtlii.lith the teachers to insure that
all teachers undOstood the behaviors associated
with each strategy. The essential difference between
the two strategies was that in themastery strategy
the teachers were to'use diagnostic tests to identify
learning difficUlties and tten tRo reteach and retest
pupils until they demonstrated mastery of each ob-
jective.

6. 'A schedule of the instructional/periods and the
rotation

The
experimental subject groups during: the

study: The experimental unit was taught on Monday
through Thursday of the first week-of the study,
which included a school holiday on Friday, and
Mohday through Wednesday of the second week. To
.equalize possible effects resulting from the instruc-
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4

tion o one\grouplefo;e.the other croup, the order
it)of th instructional periods for each group was
initially randomized, and thereafter reversed daily.'

s

The Teachin :For MaStery module.' Each teacher had
her, pe one copy of the Completed training materials
returned to het for reference in\preparing and
teaching the experimental unit.

Trainirw.Observers

The eight participating third and fourth grade inservice

teaches (in whose classrooms thekight student teachers were
\, .

working) received.e two-hour training session approximately

two weeks prior to the 'beginning of the experimental unity.

Most of the session was,devoted to instructing the teachers

to carry on the comparative observations they would be making

each day of the investigation. Each observer was supplied

with the items des6ribed below for use during the investiga-

tion

1. Seven copies of the Comparative Observation Form
(Appendix B).. The Comparative Observation Form was
an observationinstrumentNgesigned by the-primary
investigator for daily cb4arisons of 14 observable
teacher or pupil behaviors under the two instruc-
tional strategies of the study. Use of the Compare-

.,...frite Observation Forms was explained to all observers,
and disc,Ussion ofeach item on the form followed.
At the conclusion. of the discussions all observers
.expressed confidence in their ability to use the'in-.
"strument to record:-their observations. A description
of how the inter-observer-reliability wap determined
is given in'the next section of this paper.

2. A schedule of the instructional periods and the-ro-
tation of experimental subject groupS during the
study. The'observers.were responsible for taking
half their.pupils with them to the classroom in
which, they were observing. At the conclusions of
the first teaching period each day,. the observers
escorted the pupils back to their ClassrooMs and
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then tpok the other half of
the classroom in which they
'observers assigned* written,
work for their pupils to do

thp upils with them tor
we'r observing. The

afithmetic, desk
present `in a class-

room in,which instruction for the experimental unit,
was being donducted. .The schedule was arranged such
-that dugrig the instructional periods 'all pupils '
in any one cladsroom were taught by the same instuc,,
tional strategy throughbut the investigation) i.e.,
no Group One pupils were present in.,a classroom where
Group-Two pupils were being insteucted, and no Group
Two pupil* were present inipplassrooms where Group
One pupils were being instrcted.

t

3. A list of, the /4 perforMance.-Objectives fot the ex-
perimental unit. Each objective,wasIdiscussed until
all observers expressed 4i understanding of their
meaning. .

.

41 `. A list of the two grOups of pupils they would be
escorting to the observation classroom.

Sixty copies of, the Unitt Test. Approximately 30
copies were used for the adminiStration'of the pre..-.
test for the investigation.. The observers admipis-' ..
tered the pretest to all their pupils do theiThhrs-
day preceeding the Mondayothat,marked the beginning
of ,th e experimental unit. The remaining copies of
the unit test were used for the administration of .

the posttest for the experimental_ unit. The observers
administered the posttest to alletheir pupils on the
Thursday following the Wednesday on which the ex- 4
perim nEal unit concluded. The obsesvers allowed
no on other than the pupils and the-investigator --

to sei the unit test before, during, or after admin-
istrations. A description of the procedure used to
determine the\reliability of the unit test is given
in the, next section of this paper.

6. Thirty copies of the Pupil Attitude Measulte. The
observers administered the attitude measure to all
their pupils immediately after administering the '

posttest,for the unit. The observers 'allowed no one
other than the pupils and the 4nvestigator to see
the attitude measure before, during, or/after admin-
istration. edescription-of the procedure used to
determine the reliability of the attitude measure
,is given later in this paper.
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INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY

Fraction Unit - Achievement Test ,

,, )
.

. 1

P?Sttests frm
)
011 pupils in one0 the fourth grade

classes participating in the investigation Were'used to de-
, .

, .

termine.the reliability of the cogni,tive,criterion measure .

lhe instrumentwas found- to have reliability coefcients of

0.83 by the jcuder'Richardson (ICR-20)°- method al4ld 0.94 by the,

Spearman-Brown method.

Pupil Attitude Measure e

. . .

The Pupil Attitude Measure
,

was administered on two con-

secutive daySifoilowing the instructional unit to all pupils

(n... 27) in, one of the fourth grade glasses. The instrument °

was .found to have a reliability coefficient o! 0.86 by. the

test-retest method.

Comparative Observation Form (Appendix. B)
.

To determine the inter-obserVer reliability on the com

4

parative dbservation instrument all eight observers observed

the same clasSroom during one of the seven instuctional days

of the study. After viewing the classroom events under both

instructional strategies, each observer independently com-

pleted a Comparative Observation Form.

It.was founds that all eight observers responded identir

cally to the 14 items on the Comparative Observation Form.

The investigators concluded that the obthervation instrument
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e .

/
t ) .

i

wars .highly reliable 'and that'dyiferences among observers in

AI
. the present, inveStigation were not reflected in their)use ofr

the' observation instrument. t -
,

4e
.

.

4,

ANALYSIS OF DIILY RESPONSES OF OBSERVERS
ON'THE COMPARATIVE OBSERVATION FORMS-

To quantify the differences in classroom behayiors
f
when

student ,teachers foliol4ed or d *not follow%a mastery strategy,

.values were assigned to the dary responses of observers to
%.

each item on the Comparative Observation Forms. Observer,,
- .

.responsesthat'indicated an item description referred tot, -
i

A'
:a. Behaviors observed only during instruction of Group

One subjects (mastery strategy) that day were given
a value of +2

b.. Behaviors observqplinly during instruction of
Group One subjects and to a lesser extent during
instruction of Group Two subjects (nodLmastery .

strategy) were given a value of +1;

t. Behaviors observed.tothe sure extent, or not at
all, during instruction of )Dth groups were given
a value of 0

d. 'Behaviors observed mainly'during instruction of
Group,Two subjects and to a lesser extent during
instruction of Group One subjects were give a value
of -1..

e. Behaviors observed only during instruction of Group
Two subjects that day were given a value of -2.-
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1
i I I,

\
For each classrobm the values Assigned to a descriptive

!

itemon the Comparative Obsa4ation Forms on Each of five
0

days, of the.eXperimental,unit-were summed to obtain a' score
.

\)t
that indicated the relative degrr to ,which differences per-

,

tainihg to the,item dIscription were'observed during the in-
. , .

. ,
.

structionel unit. A sum value of 410 4ndicated maxpligm'ob-
,

.

,

Te*yed difference between the experimental groups on an item,
. ,

. . _ , . .

---ti.r description. A positive sum indicated that the item 'ded-
)

1

cription.applied mainly to instruction given GrOuppne./\A'
4.

negative sum indicated that the item description applied
k

mainly to instruction given Group) Two. Sum values of p in-.f

1 dicated no cummulative differenced observed between the two

groups for the item description in question.

The sum values obtqined from the compilation of five
. A

observation forms for each of-the seven &asses that completed

the eXterimental unit are show in Table 4.

I

*Although the observers used Comparative .Observation ForMs on
each of the seven days of the experimental trait, data from five days
of observation were used in this analysis. Not all observers completed
the forms on the first day pf the unit, and the fourth day of the unit
Was reserved for the determination of inter-observer reliability as des-
cribed earlier in this paper.

S.

r
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-TABLE 4
.

Sum Va ues of Each Item on Five,
'Comps ative Observation Forms.

fo Each, of Sev'Classes

is

'19

Al

-r.7
, .

. Class Obsvrvation Fort?) Item Number ,0

t`

3nritrade t A

t

1

+2

A

2

0
Classes

B +10, +8

+8 +8

4th Grade .4-10 +2
Classes

E +19 +6

F +10 +6

G +10 +10

3 4' 5 6 7 8 9 10. 13. 12 13 14 ' ,

.,,

+6 -2 +2 0 ,. 0-0 + +1 0' 0 -3 -1
..",

+10 +5 0 -2 +10 0 -1 +2 0 0 -5 0 ,
..

- ..

4.8 +4 0 -2 . +7 p -1 -2 .--2 -3-4-3 0
i ...

4# 1 .
+10 +3.0 0 -1 +10 0 0 -1 -2 -3 +5 0 ,

. .....

+6 +1 +7 +1 +10 0 +3 4+1 0 0 +1 -3:
. .

.+8 +2 +L 0 .+7, 0 Or 0 0 =3 +tr-, 0 /
1 ior

r

+10 +2 +2 0 +10 0 0 +1 0 0% 0 0

Totals +60 .x+40 +58,4:22+32 -4 +5)4 0 +2 +2 42-9 + -2

)

The data in 'Table 4 indicate that` the observers'

reported very sizeable treatment differences between experi

mental groups pertaining td.items 1, 2, 3, and 7 onjhe Com-

parative tbservation Forms (Appendix B). This indicates that

only pupils in Group One (mastery strategy):

a. were frequently tested fdr mastery of/
objectives (Item 1);

b. corrected their own tests (Item 2);

c. were considered to have mastered an
objective when they achieved the level
of competency specified in the objec-
tive (Item 3);
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ft

e

d. had their dgili prdgress recorded by "

their teacher 4ltem 7).

Less 4gnificapt.treatment-diffirences were also indi-
:

tated'for ,44and 5,. :They shooed' that pupils in Group .

,

One (taste t tegy)were 'given remedial instruction which
.

. .

inyolVed either = petition of the instruction they had al-
.

. ready received -or .some alterAate form of instruc-
t .

tron (Item
(

5).

$

These.resu4s4verify that th6.teachers in the present, ,

1.

investigatiOn followed the instructional'strategies outlined

for. use with both experimental groups (Appendix. A). 'Another

verification of the fidelity 'of the teachers to the guide-
..

l' es for the study was fthe-near gero sum value total for
Pt

item114, indicating that the protocol for the study was fol-
Air

lowed to the game extent under each teaching strategy.

An examination of the remaining seven items in Table 4

indicates that virtually no observed differences in teachers'

variability (Item-6), teachers' task orientation (Item 8),

teachegs' giving pupils opportunity to learn'(Item 9),

teachers' clarity (IteM 10), teachers' enthusiasm Item 11),

or teachers' discipline problems (Item 13) were observed in

the comparisons of instructional periods for Group One pupils

(mastery strategy) aid those TorGropp,Two Pupils (non-mastery

strategy). The minus nine score for item 12 in Table 4 in-

dicates that GVatip Two pupils (non - mastery strategy) were

observed to be slightly more enthusiastic learners than

Group One pupils (mastery. .strategO.

1

;
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Experimental Design and Results

A Pketest- sttegt Control,Grou0 Desi n (Campbell 'and

Stanley, 966) used to compare the, ach evement of pupils

),)

untie; both instructional strategies. Pupils in each of four

third grade and four four grade classrooms were randomly

assigned to tw'groups. Group One Pupil in each classroom

received instruction for 30 minutes Oily for seven consec-

utiveutive school days from a preservice teacher wh9 used a mas-

tery teachings strategy in an arithmetic unit. Group Two

pupils in each classroom received instruction for 30 minutes

daily during the same seven consectutive school days from the

\_Same teacher who taught their Group One classm4tes, however

the teacher did not use the mastery teaching strategy with

Group TwW.pupiis while teaching the arithmetic unit. The two

instructional strategies have been operationally defined

earlier (Appendix A). .

The procedures used in the present investigation were

modeled after a procedure described by Worthen (1968). Worthen

showed that teachers could vary their teaching behavior suffi-

ciently to effect a test of two differing instructional stra-

tegies. The key controllig factor's in such experimentatibn

are the clear definition of the differing strategies and the

use of observation schemes that verify the adherence of the

teachers to the strategies that are being compared. Vaving

each teacher present instruction under both instructional ,-

a'
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strategies also aliOwed.the investigation to be conducted
ibm

with half the number of teachers that wbald otherwise ,have

been required.

All pupils were given a cognitive criterion measure
.

. .

(\based on the 14' objectives for the arithmetic unit? both' four
. ., .

dVs prior to the'beginning of the instructional unit and 3:
.4 .

one day after completion Of.the instructional unit. A 141'
to, -

day interval ,separated the first administratio.n of the .cog-

nitive criterion) measure, which:was the pretest; and the se-
-1

42.

cond administration, which was the posttest.

Thd cognitive criterion measure was scored by assigning

/four points fott correct responses to All test items referring

to .a single objective and zero, one, two, or three points,-

assigned in cases of less than perfect responses.

The performances of 12* subgroups of pupils on the pre-

test are-surnibmized in Table'5.

ors,

*To balance the uneven number of replications per cell in'the
design due to the inability of one of the third grade classes to main-
tain the experimental schedule, one of the loutth grade classes was ranr,
domly eliminated from consideration in the data anarysid. The resultant
design was a 2 X 2 lactorial design with three replicationsper cell.
'(Dayton, 1970).

0
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- TABLE 5

Fraction Unit Pretest Means* and Standard' Deviations
4or Twelve Groups of Pupils**'

Mastery Strategy

S.D.

Non-mastery Strategy

11? S.D.

3rd Grade 11..E 3.0 14.0 . 3.2

Classes 10.0, 4.5 13.5 5.4
12.5 4,8 14.0 5.1

4th Grade 12.5 5.2 17.o 5.2

Classes 25.5 . 10.4 27.3 9.1'
11.6 7.5 2 .2 13.0

c.

*Maximum obtainable score 56
**11 pupils per group

A factorial analysis of variance was computed (Dixon,

.1970) for the mean pretest dcores,2and the results of the

anaylyris are summarized in Table6.

TABLE 6
.

Summary of the. X Grades Analysisiof
Variance for the Fraction Unit Pretest

Source ol",

Variation MS F.

Strategien- (s) 1 42.94 2.24 '

Grades 3. .215.90 11.28!,

sXG 4.20 <1.0

Within Cells
4

8 .19.13

"P <
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The computed value of F for the grade level classii-
,

cation variable exceeds that requiredafor significance. It'

was concluded that the ,fourth grade pupils scored signifi-

cantly higt;er on the pretest than the third gradt pupils as

would be expected. To provide a statistical control and

Austment for.the differenes betwen the experimental gAkups

prior to treatment the Mean scores-on the'pretest were

as'the covariate in-an-analysis of covariance of the posttest

scores.
v^

The peformandes of the 12 subgroups of pupils on the

posttest are summarized in Table 7. ,

TABLE 7
a\

Fraction Unit /Posttest Means* and Standard Deviations
for Twelve Groups of Pupils**

51,

Mastery-Strategy Non-mastery Strategy

S.D. x S.D.

3rd Grade
Masses

.

4th Grade
Class

e
s

r

.

37.1 .

34.5 ,

32.5

33.3'
41.7
37.5

3.9
,3.9
5.1
0 ,
4.6
-8 . 6
4 . 8

34.5.-

37.3

35.5

37.1.
42.8
43..1

5.7
5.2
4.9

7.1'
'3.4

6:1

*Maximum obtainable score 56

**11 pupils per group .ti.,
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The difference between aeatment effects was examined

with the following hypothesis:

H1 There is no significant d, rence in pupil
Cognitive achievement which Can be attributed
to the main effect of the,instructional strat-
egy by which the pupils were taught.

The data analyzed in testing this hypothesis are given
. ,

in Tables 5 and 7, and the results of the computed analysis

bf cbvariance 1970). are summarized in Table 8.

(

°TABLE 8
I

SUmmary of the Strategies X Grades Analysis of
Covariance for the Fraction Unit:Posttest

. "

Source
Variat

SxG

Within Cells 3,00

<

A

"4.

43'

'-4The:adjusted,,group mean scores were calduiated (Winer,.

1962), and they are compared with the unadjusted group 'mean

scores in Table
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c,

TABLE 9

Unadjusted and-Adjusted Mean Group Scores
for Fraction Unit Posttest

,Treatment Factor
Unadjusted Group

. Mean Scores
Adjusted Group

Mean Scores

Mastery Strategy
4

Non-mastery Strategy

Third Grade

Fourth Grade

0

36.1

38.4

35.2

39.2

37.2*

37.3*

37.4**

37.0**

*Regression coefficient 0.586
**Regression coefficient 0.518

The computed value of F for the main treaent effect of

instructional strategy was less thin one, and Hypothesis One

. was not rejected. The computed values:of F for the main ef-

.Iect of the grade level classification and the interaction

of strategy and grade level were also less than one and, thus!,

not significant:

A Posttest-Only Control Group Design (Campbell'and

Stanley, 1966) was used to'compare the attitudes of pupils

Under both instructional strategies. An attitude measure

was administered to all pupils when they had completed the

arithmetic unit.

, The measure was scored by assigning values to the Likert ,

scale. Responses favoring .he .instruction pupils received

were given a value of fiVe and reitonSes that.disfavored the
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/ instruct n. pupils received Were given a value of one. The

means an standard.deviations of the 12 subgroups of pupils

are give' Table 10.

Fr

TABLE 10-
action Unit Attitude rest Means* and Standard

Deviations for'Twelve Groups of Pupil:P"

Mastery Strategy Non-mastery /rtrategy

S.D.S.D. x

3rd Grade 32.2 3.0 32.6-

Classes 28.1 3.7 25.1

27.1 6.7 29.7

4th Grade 27:5 7.8 '
29.5

Classes 32.1 3.6, 3,1.7

32.7 2.3 32.2

2.5
12.8
5.8

4.3

f 3.9
1 1.7
,

*Maximum positive attitude score = 35 i -

**11 pupils per group

The difference between treatment effects was examined :

with the following hypothesis:

H2 There is no significant difference in pupil
attitude which can be attributed to the main
effect of the instructional-strategy by which
the pupils were taught.

The data analyzed in testing this hypothesis are given

in Table 10, and the results of the computed analysisof vari-

ance (Dixon, 1970) are summarized in Table 11..
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TABLE 11

Summary f the Strategies X Grades.Aftalysis of
Va iance for the Fraction Unit Pupil

Attitude Test

Source of
Variation df MS

Strategiec

.Grades

pxG

Within Cells

- 1 :10 < 1

1. 9.90 1.25

] .10 <1

8 7.94-

The computed value of F for the main treatment effect

of instructional 'strategy was less than one and Hypothesis

Two was not rejected. The computed .value of F,foethe main

effect of the grade level classificdtion was less than that

required for significance at the 0.05 level. The computed

value of F for the interaction of strategy and grade level

was also less than one and, therefore, not significant.
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The hypothesis that studying the Teaching For Mastery

module caased preservice elementary school teachers to have

more favorable attitudes toward testing and formative eval-

uation than they IWd prior to studying the module was sup-

ported by the results of this investigation (Tables). The

group of teacher trainees that used the leaching For

Mastery module had significantly higher scores on an atti-

tude measure posttest than the grcup of teacher trainees

that did not use the module. No significant difference in

scores on the attitude measure pretest was found between

the two groups.

The results support and add to Okey's (1973) finding

that &change in,the attitudes of teachers toward testing

was correlated with their completion of the Teaching For

Mastery module. Furthermore, these results have direct

and important implications for-those individuals involved,

in training teachers to use mastery learning strategies.

Since mastery teaching strategies rely on the use Of fre-

quent diagnostic tests, producing'favorable attitudes

toward testing among-teachers receiving such training be-

comes an important goal. The results of the present in-

vestigation support the use of the Teaching -For Mastery

module to attain that goal.

Preservice teachers who studied the Teaching For
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Mastery module were able to use the mastery teaching stra-

tegy in conducting instruction in an actual school teaching

situation. Although this finding was a necessary prereq-

uisite to the remaining phases of the investigation, it

was in itself important to the investigatdrs. Much of the

training that teachers receive is given them in anticipation

that they will eventually apply the skills they have learned

when they are in a classroom teaching situation. Whether

or not this occurs is seldom known to the teacher trainer.

The availability of training materials, such as Teaching

For Mastery, which have been evaluated not only in terms

of the skills and attitudes they dkrelop among users, but

also in terms of the application of the training in class-

room teaching situations, is of great importance to those

responsible for training teachers.

The'ability of teachers to demonstrate.operationally

defined instructional strategies, as they did in the pre-

, sent investigation, is also an important methodological

concern foi'those involved in educational research because

it provides a means of verifying that the independent Irani-

able is Operating during the experiment. Process - product

studies, such as this investigation, can be an important

source of conclusions which can be applied to teacher ed-

ucation programs. In the past, however, such studies have

been rare because conducting them presents the researcher

with an enormous set of problems because of the necessary

t.
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coordination and cooperation of various groups, i.e.,

teacher trainers, teacher trainees, observers, phpils,

school teachers And administrators.

. In their review of educational research, Rosenshine

and Fuist (1971) found only ten studies which satisfied

the four criteria for process-product research, i.e.,

random Assignment of teachers or classes to treatment

conditions; use of the teacher or class as the statisti-

cal unit of, analysis; use of observers to collect data on.
4

the fidelity of teachers to the behaviors serving as the

treatment variables; and use of more than one measure to

assess pupil outcomes.- The present investigation has

demonstrated that the problems of process-product research,

though .difficult, are not insurmountable. It is the,hope

of the investigators that this study will be of value in

the further development of a model for process-product

studies.,

The results of this investigation did not support

the hypothesis that groups of elementary school. pupils.

taught by teachers who used a mastery ieachikg strategy

would obtain mean scores on a cognitive criterion test,

that were significantly higher than the same scores of

groups of'pupils taught by the same teachers not using

a mastery teachiLg strategy (Table 8). However, inter-

pretation of the results should be made, with some caution

due to the experimental conditions of the present inves-
.
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tigation0# . That the teachers were able to teach under two

differing instructional Strategies was verified byithe

'analysis of data obtained from the classroom observers.

However, the differences noted by th, observers were merely

those that were considered essential to the conduct of the

experiment, i.e., the teachers used a formative evaluation

and remediation processi when instructing one group of pupils

and did not.use this major cOmponent.of amastery teaching .

strategy when instructing a second group-

The similarity of what was observed to occur under,

the two instructional strategies, rather than the differ-

ences, can be used to infer why no significant differences

in cognitive achievement were foundNetWeen the two groups.
a

The five teaching behavior variables identified by Rosenshine

and Furst (1971) aa having the strongest correlation with

_pupil achievement were included in the comparative observe-

tion scheMe used in this investigation. Analysis of the

Comparative Observation Forms (Table 4) revealed that, inso-
..

far as these five teaching behavior variables clarity,

variability, task7orientation, enthusialm, and givtng pupils

opportunity 'to learn) were concerned, the teachers exhibited

essentially no behavioral differences when using and when not

using the mastery teaching strategy.

Perhaps one of the effects the training, module had

upon the teachers was to make these five teaching behavior

variables operative under both teaching strategies, and, there-
,

fore, to mask the effects of the mastery teaching



strategy.. A replication of the present study in which the

non-mastery teaching treatment is administered"by teachers

who were.not trained in idastery teaching strategies would

be needed to test this hypothesis.

The lack of a significant difference between the two

experimental groups on the cognitive,criterion measure may

also have been due to the posiible use of subtle and,unob-

trusive diagnostic-prescriptive procedures by the teachers

when they were instructing the non-mastery strategy group.

Although the observers verified that formal diagnostic

testing occured only with the group taught according to'

the mastery strategy, the teachers may.well have been in-

formally assessing-the strengths and weaknesses of the non-
.
mastery strategy group, and then prescrlbing instruction

based on those subjective assessments.

The results of this investigation did not support the

hypothesis that groups of elementary school pupils taught

by teachers who used a mastery teaching strategy would,ob-

tain mean scores on an attitude measure that were signifi-

cantly 'higher than the same scores of groups of pupils

taught by the same teachers not using a mastery. teaching

strategy (Table 11).

These results do not agree with prior studies on the

affective outcomes of mastery teaching strategies (Block,

1973b). However, previous research in this area has been

mostly non-experimental and never with the experimental
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)design used in this invest gation. The results might also

be expected given the lack of difference in cognitive out-

comes and the similarity of teacher behavior variables

under both strategies as described in the previous section.,

Furthermore, the subjective impressions of the investigators

were that the well organized structure of, the experimental

unit had a positive influence upon pupils taught under both

instructional strategies. This influence May have masked

the effect of the mastery strategy and resulted in the high

mean attitude scores of all subgroups of pupils participating

in the study. Perhaps a study similar to the piesent one,

should be conducted ih which the teachers are not provided

with the extensive amount of prepared instructional materials

they were given in this study. Such a'study might provide

a better test of the teacher training effects wider more

natural classroom teaching circumstances.

r.
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fon& the guidelines listed below in teaching this two.week unit on TReLlnorp.
yoer pupils have beer. randomly assigned to two groups as designated on the*.
attached page. You may tell students from the two gepups that Iheir instruction
is different but you should rot say or imply.that you think one'fopm of instruc-
tion is bettgr than the other. A.- summative teat for this unit bneqd on the 114
objectiveshas already been pre' red, Put you will not see 445 test until after*
its'admitistration to both groups at title completion of the unit.

o

GROUP 1

Daily instructional time: 30 minutes.

Do net begin teaching until croup 2
Neils have left the classroom.

leach the 1.4 objectives in the order

1

they ,are

)

isted. -4

Have snip Ch4tet10 in Elementary
,

gchool MatEematics: Book 3. Use pages In
this text inAliriecaFgryoU judge sppro=
priate for the objectives being pursued.

Do not assign homework from the textbooks
that requiree students' use of the books
outside of the daily" 30 minute classes.

Use the Teachers' Edition of the texts,
any suggestions it,offers-and supple? -

tary materials it provides as you see fit.
However, demi use any'lther supplementary
instructional materials.

Cooperate with the aserving tencher by
answering questions sheNmAy pose to you or
by showing her any lesson plans, instruc-
tional materials, or record keeping'devi-
ces you are using for this unit.,

GROUP 2

'Maly instructional time: 30 minutes.

Do not begin teaching until group. l.
pupils have left the Classroom..

leach the 1L objectives in the order
.

they ere listed.

Have pupils use Baer 10 in Elementary
School Hathemtids: Book 3. Use pages in
this text .10, any 7eciiigUryou judge appro.
"priate for the objectives beirg Pursued.

Use' the FIVi. STEP PLAL FOR MASTERY TEAOh-.
117.7tor.which you were trAined in the Teach.
ing For Mastery prograr. Steps"), & 2/(Wir-
oping objectives for the,uhii, & Developing

<, measures for the objectives) have

Do rot nseign hemewtrk from textbooks
that reqUires students' use of the books
outside of the aily-30 minute 'clause's.

Use the Teachers' Edition of the text,
any suggestions it offers and supplemer-
tary materials A provides RS you see fit.

,

-Howeveredo rot uee any other supplementary
instructional materials.

Coopernte with the observing teacher by
arswerin questions she riny pose to y or
by silowirg her arylesson plans,' last

. tiotal wterials,:or record keeping d vi-
ces you are usitg fem. this unit.

Do not use the FIVE 6L:1-1 FLith TOft MASTOY
MOBINtror which you were trained in the

program.
rez/riseteo'obvehjectives in the order'

they are'listed to plan your instruction.
already,been donelfor you. You are to carry
out steps 31. 14,'& 5-(Teaohing, Identifying
learning difficulties through formative evil.:
uation procedures, & ReteachIng And retesting
as needed). Q.

. l .

'I

Use the forMative tests provided to you for
Trequsnt determination of each
progress.

Use ns,many new skills you can that you
acquired specifically through the Teaching
Fic21....Maet program:

Do not use any formative tests.
TU not give any tests-6r quizes in thin.
unit.

Do -not use those new skills that you
acciirreT7pecifically through theArLectilin
For Mastery progiam.
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Observer :'

Dates
Teacher:

OBSERVER'S DIRECTIONS:
Complete one of these observation forms each day during the last five minutes
of Period B; then give the form. to Mr. elegies
On the left aide of 'this form-are descriptions of events you may have observed
during the teacher's first teaching period,' (Period A), or during her second
teaching pieriodo(Period B). For each description you are to circle one of the
six demignations on the right side of the form to indicate what you obeerVbd.,

Circle A---rAIf the
Circle Ab------if the

and to
CirCle ab------If the
Circle aB- If the

and to
Circle B the
Circle N the

description to,PeriodA.
description applies Elpig7767N7K-Ull
a leaser estemtto BinaB.

,

descripticn applies ionally, to Periods'A & B.
deiscription applies mainly to Period. B
a lesser istentto Pe
description.applies only to Period B.,
description applies to neither Period. A nor Period B.

1. After pupils completed instructim covering one or
more. objectives, they"were tested d-for mastery of
these objectives.

2. Pupils corrected their awn teats.

3. Pupils' performances on tests were judged adcept-
able when they achieired the level Ofeompetency
unified in the performance objectives.

!t. ,When pupils failed to demonstrate mastery of an
objective they were directed to repeat the same,
instructior they had received.

5. When pupils failed to demonstrate -maetery of an
objective they' were given sane alternate form
of instruction.

46. The teacher-used a var instructional
methods in teaehi

7. The teacher kept a record of each pupil's
daily progress.

3. The teacher conducted a lesson aimed at' one or
more of the objectives on the attached pages.

5.. Pupils were gi4en ample opportunity to learn.

I. A Ab ab aB B

2. A Ab ab aB B

3. 'A Ab ab aB B

4. A Ab ab 'aB B

5..A Ab ab aB B

6. A Ab ab' aB B

7. A Lb ab aB B

6. Ab ab aB B

S. Ab ab a .B

10. Pupils clearly understood what the teacher 10. A Ab ab aD B

4
expected them to do.

11. Thm.teacher was_enthusiastic in her teaching.

12. The pupils. were enthusiastic learners.

13. tiscipline was a problem for the teacher.

14. The teacher observed the guidelines as set forth
on the-attached page.

11. A lb ab aB B E.

12. A Ab ab aB B' ti

13. A Ab ab aB B E

14. A Ab ab aB B


